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The evolution of degenerate matter out of equilibrium is a topic of interest in fields such as
condensed matter, nuclear and atomic physics, and increasingly cosmology, including inflaton physics
prior to reheating. This follow-up paper extends the recent paper on the super-de Broglie dynamics
of pure condensates of non-relativistic identical particles subject to non-local two-body interactions
to the dynamics of mixed states. It is found that the two-body correlation function plays an
increasingly dynamical role in these systems, driving the development of condensates and distributed
phases alike. Examples of distribution and correlation evolution are presented, including instances
of collapse, bound and unbound states, and phonons in the bulk. Potential applications are also
discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent paper by Lentz et al. [1] (LQR) uncovered
the role of particle exchange and inter-particle correla-
tion in the dynamics of condensed fluids with non-local
interactions on super-de Broglie lengths. The approach
covered a wide range of interactions, including those with
infinite-range such as the Coulombic potential of electro-
statics and Newtonian gravity. The derived model of
dynamics found that such Bose and Fermi systems ex-
hibited extra-classical behavior in the form of exchange-
correlation interactions, even above the de Broglie scale.
The resulting equation of motion for the condensate is
concise and highly tractable, making it an attractive
model. For instance, the authors of LQR have used this
model to describe cosmological structure formation of an
axion dark matter candidate [2, 3].
A pure condensed state is often too constraining of a
description for many degenerate systems, however, par-
ticularly for states out of equilibrium. The process of
forming or destroying a condensate and the interaction
of multiple phases of a degenerate fluid are examples
of mixed systems that are beyond the scope of LQR’s
derivation. This paper updates the previous derivation to
allow for the occupation of a density of states, greatly en-
larging the domain of utility. Exchange-correlation (XC)
interactions are again seen to play a central and increas-
ingly dynamical role in the presentation of interaction
forces on the fluid’s state. The resulting equations of
motion for the fluid are found. Relations to the con-
densed and diffuse limits are then discussed. Intuitive
and tangible examples of this model are also presented
to demonstrate features of Bose and Fermi fluids in the
presence of attractive, repulsive, and mixed interactions.
II. DERIVATION
The many-body quantum mechanical system presented
in LQR consists ofN identical Fermi or Bose particles, re-
stricted to states that are symmetric over all non-spatial
degrees such as spin. Further, the solution space is to
be restricted to states that can be expressed as a prod-
uct of spatial and non-spatial degrees, where the non-
spatial degrees of freedom are in symmetric form. The
Schro¨dinger equation expressed in the spatial basis then
takes the form
i~∂tΨ (~x1, ..., ~xN ; t) = HΨ (~x1, ..., ~xN ; t) , (1)
where the Hamiltonian operator is represented by
H = −
N∑
i
~2∇2i
2m
+
N∑
i<j
φ (|~xi − ~xj |) , (2)
where the first term is the canonical non-relativistic
kinetic-energy contribution from each particle and the
second term represents the non-local inter-particle inter-
actions, parameterized by the single smooth, real poten-
tial function φ. Only non-local central interactions are
considered here. The system of identical particles also ex-
hibits (anti-)symmetry under particle exchange, written
as
Ψ (~x1, ..., ~xi, ..., ~xj , ..., ~xN ; t) = ∓Ψ (~x1, ..., ~xj , ..., ~xi, ..., ~xN ; t)
∀i, j (3)
for fermions and bosons, respectively.
The mixed state of the many-body system can be
tracked using the density matrix operator
ρˆ =
∑
α∈A
pα(t) |α〉 〈α| , (4)
where pα(t) is the probability of occupying in the |α〉
state, and A is the non-degenerate set of orthonormal
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2vectors of the N-body Hilbert space. The evolution of
the density operator is found via the operator form of
Liouville’s theorem
˙ˆρ =
1
i~
[
ρˆ, Hˆ
]
. (5)
The expected evolution of an operator Oˆ over the ensem-
ble is then
∂t 〈Oˆ〉 = 1
i~
Tr
(
ρˆ
[
Oˆ, Hˆ
])
. (6)
A many-body Wigner transform operator is con-
structed to describe the (quasi-)distribution of the sys-
tem’s states over the N phase spaces wi = (~xi, ~pi)
fˆ (N)(w1, ..., wN , t) =
∫
d3x′1 · · · d3x′Nei
∑N
j ~pj ·~x′j/~×
Ψˆ†(~x1 + ~x′1/2, ..., ~xN + ~x
′
N/2, t)×
Ψˆ(~x1 − ~x′1/2, ..., ~xN − ~x′N/2, t), (7)
which will be used to track the motions of the fluid. The
evolution of the Wigner operator’s ensemble expectation
f (N) = 〈fˆ (N)〉 can be calculated using Eqn. 6 and is found
to obey the many-body Liouville equation to lowest order
in ~/m,
∂tf
(N) +
N∑
i
~pi
m
~∇if (N) −
N∑
i6=j
~∇iφij · ~∇pif (N) = O(~/m),
(8)
where the use of the zeroth order terms puts us firmly
in the super-de Broglie limit, also consistent with the
Husimi distribution with an envelope such that σ2xσ
2
p is
larger than ~2 [4]. An additional advantage of operat-
ing in this limit is that the expected many-body Wigner
function can be interpreted as a true distribution func-
tion (DF).
The simplification of the mixed N-body function is not
as clear as for the condensate presented in LQR, as the
Runge-Gross theorem [5] no longer applies. We may still
integrate out phase spaces 2, ..., N of f (N) to find the
motion of the single-body density
0 = ∂tf
(1) +
~p1
m
· ~∇1f (1)− (N − 1)
∫
d6w2~∇φ12 · ~∇p1f (2),
(9)
though the two-body DF is no longer guaranteed to be
functionally described in terms of the single-body DF.
The presence of correlations between bodies found in
the many-body wave functions presented in LQR direct
us to consider non-trivial correlations in the mixed sys-
tem as well, though the behavior of the correlations is less
clear. Determining the two-body DF equation of motion
is done here by integrating out phase-spaces 3, ..., N from
Eqn. 8
0 = ∂tf
(2)+
2∑
i=1
[
~pi
m
· ~∇if (2) − ~∇iφ12 · ~∇pif (2)
− (N − 2)
∫
d6w3~∇iφi3 · ~∇pif (3)
]
, (10)
which depends on the expected three-body DF f (3). In
this system it is possible to truncate this hierarchy of de-
pendency by noting the exchange relations and structure
of the two-body pairwise interactions permit the reduc-
tion of the three-body DF via the Kirkwood expression
[6]
f (3)(w1, w2, w3, t) =
f (2)(w1, w2, t)f
(2)(w2, w3, t)f
(2)(w3, w1, t)
f (1)(w1, t)f (1)(w2, t)f (1)(w3, t)
. (11)
One can also write the Kirkwood expression in terms
of the dimensionless two-body correlation function
g˜(w1, w2, t) = f
(2)(w1, w2, t)/f
(1)(w1, t)f
(1)(w2, t). The
super-de Broglie dynamics of the mixed many-body sys-
tem can therefore be reduced to the solutions of the
single-body DF and the two-body correlation function
0 = ∂tf
(1)
1 +
~p1
m
· ~∇f (1)
− N − 1
N
∫
d6w2~∇1Φ12 · ~∇p1
(
f
(1)
1 g˜12f
(1)
2
)
, (12)
0 = ∂tg˜12 +
2∑
i=1
[
~pi
m
· ~∇ig˜12
− N − 2
Nf
(1)
i
∫
d6w3~∇iΦi3 ·
(
~∇pi
(
g˜12g˜13g˜23f
(1)
i f
(1)
3
)
− g˜12~∇pi
(
g˜i3f
(1)
i f
(1)
3
))]
, (13)
where Φ12 = Nφ12, and subscripts on correlation func-
tions and single-body DFs indicate the phase spaces of
their arguments. The trivial correlation limit (g˜ = 1) is
seen to be a stationary point of the solution space, in
the absence of external potentials. The condensed limit
shown in LQR is also seen to be a potential solution of
the generalized system, though the stability of any one
such solution depends on the type of interaction and the
correlation of other available states, condensed and not.
III. EXAMPLES
This section presents several examples of the model
described in Eqns. 12, 13. Systems are chosen so that
they are solvable either analytically or by using standard
numerical ODE packages. Examples will also operate
within the limits of small correlation perturbations |δg| =
|1 − g˜|  1, and with sufficiently many particles that
(N − 1)/N → 1.
3A. Dynamics of Spherical Shells
The first examples of this method are extensions of
the example given in LQR, covering the collapse of cold
spherical shells under self-gravitation, expansion under
electrostatic repulsion, and oscillation in a bound state
of a macroscopic van der Waals-like force. For simplic-
ity, we again assume no tangential fluid motion, that
the radial velocity dispersion is sufficiently small so as
to leave the shell width unchanged over the simulated
collapse, and that the two-body correlation function can
be approximated as homogeneous over the shell. The
ansatz for the one-body distribution is f
(1)
shell(r,mvr, t) =
A × exp [−(r − rc)2/2σ2r − (vr − r˙c)2/2σ2v], where rc is
the shell center radius, A is the DF normalization, σr is
the thickness of the shell, and σv is the velocity dispersion
of the shell. These assumptions reduce the complexity of
the problem to the degrees of the shell’s radius and the
deviation of the correlation function from unity, rc(t),
δg(t).
The governing equation of the shell under an inter-
action force profile −∂rΦ = F may then be written to
leading order in dispersion and correlation perturbation
as
r¨c = F (rsoft) (1 + δg) , (14)
δ˙g = −2F (rsoft) δg
σv
, (15)
where r2soft =
(
r2c + σ
2
r
)
. The factor of two in the corre-
lation equation of motion relates to the two phase spaces
by which interaction enters the correlation equation of
motion.
1. Collapse of Self-Gravitating Shell
The collapsing spherical shell is subject to the Newto-
nian gravitational force
F (r) = −GM
r2
, (16)
where G is the Newton gravitational constant, and M is
the self-gravitating mass of the shell. A relevant example
would be a cold dark matter candidate of a sufficiently
small particle mass, such as the axion, that is expected
to be extraordinarily degenerate at the presumed dark
matter density and temperature [7–9]. Solutions to the
collapse of an initially stationary sphere for a variety of
perturbed correlations show that the rate of infall is am-
plified by correlation and that attractive infall amplifies
the degree of correlation in a cycle of positive feedback,
see Fig. 1. The case of zero initial correlation (classical
mean field theory) remains without correlation through-
out, but the mean field is an unstable stationary point
among attractive interactions. One can also see a similar
behavior among fermions (δg ≤ 0), with collapse causing
growing anti-correlations that slow the rate of collapse.
Parameters chosen for Fig. 1 are r(t = 0) = 1, σr = 10
−3,
and σv = 10
−1 in dynamical units. The growth of cor-
relation under self-gravitation seems to contradict to the
findings of Guth et al. [8] that long-distance correlations
are quenched by collapse.
2. Quenching of Repulsed Shells
If the same spherical shell is subject to a long-range
repulsive interaction, such as the Coulomb electrostatic
force
F (r) =
kC2
Mr2
, (17)
where k is the Coulomb constant and C is the effective
charge, the shell will not collapse but instead expand,
with solutions shown in Fig. 2. The relevant example
here would be a shell of cold ionic gas released from a
trap. Correlations are seen to change the time of flight
of the shell towards a particular radius. The dimension-
less correlation perturbations also change their behavior,
decaying towards zero for both Bose and Fermi systems.
The classical mean field theory limit of g˜ = 1 is now a
stable stationary point. Such an example fulfills the in-
tuition that (repulsive) interactions quench correlations.
3. Stable Bound States
The final shell example is for a van der Waals-like force
F (r) =
GM
R
(−1
r3
+
1.3R
r4
)
, (18)
where r = R is the initial radius of the shell. The initial
condition of rc(t = 0) = 1 places the shell in a classi-
cal bound state sufficiently far from the ground state at
r = 1.3R. A relevant example may be a shell of neutral
cold gas. The resultant oscillatory bound state is sta-
ble for small correlations, with correlations taking their
extremal values as the shell passes through the interac-
tion potential minimum, while at other times growing or
shrinking in amplitude as the shell experiences an attrac-
tive or repulsive force respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. In-
terestingly, the amplitude of the shell oscillation appears
unchanged by the size of the seed correlation. Seed cor-
relation appears to only change the period of the shell’s
oscillation.
B. Bulk Speed of Sound
The impact of correlations on the bulk properties of
Bose and Fermi fluids is also interesting. Consider per-
turbative sound waves propagating through a large bulk
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FIG. 1. Demonstration of dynamical correlation on collapse of spherical shell. (Left) Radial trajectories of collapsing self-
gravitating spherical shells of Bose fluid. (Right) Correlation perturbation evolution during collapse. Shells start from rest.
The color gradient is logarithmic in initial correlation perturbations δg0 ∈ [10−50, 10−10], which cover a large range as the
expected size of cosmological correlations at the start of collapse are as of yet unknown. The XC physics alters the infall of
the shell, generally increasing the attraction and making the collapse more violent. The collapse also increases the size of the
correlation, creating positive feedback. Near to collapse, the correlation exits the δg  1 regime, compromising the reliability
of the results at collapse.
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FIG. 2. Demonstration of dynamical correlation on expansion of spherical shell under Coulombic repulsion. (Left) Radial
trajectories of spherical shells of Bose and Fermi fluids. (Right) Correlation perturbation evolution during expansion. Shells
start from rest. The color gradient is linear in initial correlation perturbations δg0 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], with Bose fluids having
non-negative correlation perturbations and Fermi fluids having non-positive correlation perturbations. The XC physics alters
the magnitude of the Coulombic force, altering the exit velocity of the shell. The repulsive force quenches the correlation
perturbation for both fluid types.
system subject to a finite-range repulsive force. For wave-
lengths much longer than the inter-particle spacing and
the scattering length of the interaction, the effective po-
tential becomes point-like, behaving in the kinetic regime
as ∼ aρ, where a is the interaction scale. The equations
of motion for the density perturbations and correlation
perturbations are then found to be
δ¨(~x1, t) = c
2
s∇21δ(~x1, t) +
c2s
ρ
∇21µ(~x1, ~x1, t), (19)
µ¨(~x1, ~x2, t) = c
2
s∇21µ(~x1, ~x2, t) + c2s∇22µ(~x1, ~x2, t), (20)
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FIG. 3. Demonstration of dynamical correlation on the motion of a bound spherical shell subject to a Van der Waals force. (Left)
Radial trajectories of spherical shells of Bose and Fermi fluids. (Right) Correlation perturbation evolution during oscillation.
Shells start from rest. The color gradient is linear in initial correlation perturbations δg0 ∈ [−0.1, 0.1], with Bose fluids having
non-negative correlation perturbations and Fermi fluids having non-positive correlation perturbations.
where δ is the spatial density perturbation, µ is a form of
the spatial two-body density perturbation with units of
density squared, ρ is the mean bulk density, and cs is the
base sound speed of the correlation-less fluid. Note that
perturbations in the correlation function can propagate
in two directions. The density perturbations can be con-
sidered as a propagating mode in the limit of small µ/ρδ.
The speed of sound of density perturbations is found to
be
c′s = cs
√
1 +
µ0
δ0ρ
, (21)
where δ0 is initial amplitude of the density perturbations
and µ0 gives the homogeneous correlation displacement
and the wave’s initial intitial correlation. The presence
of correlation is seen to increase the speed of sound in
Bose fluids relative to the mean field and decrease the
speed of sound in Fermi fluids.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a concise model of macroscopic
dynamics for mixed systems of identical particles with
non-local two-body interactions, expanding on the con-
densate dynamics presented in LQR. A density matrix
approach was used to find the evolution of a mixed sys-
tem of N non-relativistic bodies. Those dynamics were
transformed into a Wigner function, and its equation of
motion was derived in the super-de Broglie limit. A
closed system of Boltzmann-like field equations involv-
ing the single-body distribution function and the two-
body correlation function was found to govern the many-
body system. Deviations from the classical and standard
mean-field descriptions were again found to be sourced
by inter-body correlations, which now have their own
dynamics. Correlations between particles are consistent
with expected behavior in the condensed and diffuse lim-
its.
Examples of the model were made using a thin cold
spherical shell and sound waves on a homogeneous bulk,
both operating with small correlations. Attractive forces
such as Newtonian self-gravity were seen to grow corre-
lations over the course of collapse, while repulsive forces
such as the electrostatic Coulombic force quenched corre-
lations as the shell expanded. A shell caught in the well
of a macroscopic van der Waals-like interaction observed
both of these behaviors as the shell oscillated about the
potential minimum, growing and shrinking its correla-
tions as it is subjected to attractive and repulsive forces,
respectively; the net effect being an alteration in the pe-
riod of oscillation. Growth or decay of correlations are
seen to be quite rapid, owing to the multiple channels
available to the two-body interactions in the correlation’s
governing equation. The speed of sound in bulk was seen
to be impacted by the presence of correlations. Sound
speed was seen to be decreased by XC for Fermi fluids
and increased for Bose fluids. All four examples con-
tained a stationary point at the mean field value of cor-
relation g˜ = 1, though the repulsive/attractive nature of
the interaction force is capable of changing the stationary
point from stable to unstable. The seeding of correlations
does not appear possible with the stated model, though
external interactions are expected to be the remedy to
this. The authors’ current application of the mixed de-
generate system to Bose (axion-like) dark matter shows
great promise for the genesis and growth of correlations
that are first induced by gravitational interactions with
6the photon fluid and then build by self-gravitation dur-
ing the radiation era of cosmology. There are many other
potential applications of this technique. For example, re-
searchers in condensed matter, nuclear astrophysics, cold
atomic physics, and others may find the above descrip-
tion useful.
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